SUPPLEMENT to "Machine learning reveals cyclic changes in seismic source spectra in Geysers geothermal field" The intent of this exploratory, empirical study is to see if any patterns in the spectral characteristics of the earthquakes can be revealed using machine learning (ML) methods. In the first part of this supplement, we provide further details on our ML methods, in the form of two outlined algorithms for the main machine learning steps in the analysis. In the second part of this supplement, we provide further discussion of the results, all of which are mentioned in the main text.
Supplemental Text: Algorithms
Following the discussion in the Materials and Methods section in the main text, we present (1) an outline of our non-negative matrix factorization algorithm, followed by (2) an outline of the hidden Markov model:
1
Algorithm 1 Sketch of SVI for Bayesian nonparametric Poisson factorization
Randomly initialize U 1 , U 2 with positive numbers and initialize a 1 = a 2 = 1. for outer iteration t do Randomly select a signal, call it X i . Set V i1 = V i2 = 1. Define U = (U 1 /U 2 )diag(a 1 /a 2 ) and V i = V i1 /V i2 . U n is the nth row of U . for several inner iterations do For X i (n, m), define the distribution P n,m ∝ exp{ U n * V i (:, m)}. Set V i1 (:, m) = γ + n X i (n, m)P n,m and V i2 (:, m) = 1 + n U n . Update V i = V i1 /V i2 . end for Define step size ρ t for outer iteration t. Update parameters for q(a) a 1 ← (1 − ρ t )a 1 + ρ t 1/K + N n,m X i (n, m)P n,m a 2 ← (1 − ρ t )a 2 + ρ t 1 + N n U n * m V i (:, m) Update parameters for q(U )
Algorithm 2 Sketch of SVI for the hidden Markov model Randomly initialize B 1 and B 2 with positive numbers. for outer iteration t do
Randomly select an embedded signal, call it X i . Set π i = 1 and
Run the forward-backward algorithm using B, A i , π i (omitted). Let ξ i,s (a, b) = state transition probability at step s. Let γ i,s = marginal state probability at step s. Update π i = π 0 /K + γ i,1 and A i = α/T + s ξ i,s . end for Define step size ρ t for outer iteration t. Update parameters for q(B)
Here, we provide further depth in several aspects of the discussions on interpretations of the ML clustering results, focusing on spatial aspects, magnitude, and temporal aspects, in that order. In subsequent sections, we describe in more detail the sensitivity of the results to various choices, including the number of clusters, J, and seismometer locations. Then we discuss questions of human perception of sonified seismic data, which will lead to complementary studies on "free categorization" experiments by human listeners.
Clustering in space
As described in the main text, we show the map of earthquakes colored by cluster (Fig. 3B ).
While obvious spatial clustering is not observed at the scale of the Geysers area, there are small distinct concentrations of events in each cluster. Here, we supplement that image with a cross section in depth. The cross section location is indicated by the dashed line in Fig 3B, and hypocenters are projected onto this vertical plane, shown in Fig. S1A . Again, there is not an obvious concentration of earthquakes of a given cluster at a certain depth (clustering according to depth). However, histograms of earthquakes with depth ( Fig. S1B ) for each cluster, zoomed in on the 0-6 km depth range, show more interesting patterns. Most obviously, there are more earthquakes associated with C1 than the other three clusters, consistent with others' findings that seismicity rate correlates with injection rate (as C1 corresponds to the timing of highest injection rate), e.g. (21, 22, 24, 34, 35) . More subtly, the depth distribution changes in time:
C3 has the most earthquakes in the depth range of 3-4 km. This observation and timing is consistent with that of Johnson et al., (2016)(38) , who found a deepening of small earthquakes in this range in the 6 months following peak injection rates, that they attributed to hydraulic diffusion of water to deeper levels in the reservoir.
In the main text, we discuss the difficulty of separating earthquake source effects and wave- propagation path effects from each other in the interpretation of the clustering. As stated, the fact that we do not see strong spatial clustering in map or depth views suggest that attenuation is not the dominant explanation for clustering, but we wish to expand on that discussion here.
The loss of amplitude as a function of frequency (the spectral amplitude) due to attenuation is defined as That is, if fluid injection changes the vapor/fluid ratio (by cool water causing condensation of the vapor), then temporal changes in attenuation could result from changes in fluid injection rates. These changes would have to be over a large enough volumes in the reservoir to affect most waves, and of a large enough magnitude such that temporal patterns dominated the spatial patterns. These conditions may not be easily met, but merit further study. 
Clustering by magnitude
The main paper is based on results obtained on events with magnitude between 0.3 and 1.4.
Those boundaries were chosen in order to keep a high number of events, with a magnitude large enough to keep the signal-to-noise ratio reasonably high, and with a magnitude range compact enough to avoid the trivial clustering by magnitude occurring when considering the entire data set. local regions may have different faulting properties or other aspects, but that search is beyond the scope of this paper. Also, we wish to note that if the analysis presented in the main paper is run on all events in the catalog, then we obtain essentially identical results as shown in Fig. 3 in the main text. 
Clustering in time
As is the focus of the conclusions in the main text, the clustering strongly identifies clustering of similar events in time. The "clustergram" representation in Fig. 3C in the main text (and in Section 2.4 below) is a sequence of histograms of events in each cluster, with the clusters arranged vertically. An alternative representation is to show the histograms as smoothed curves.
Here we use the kernel density estimator (KDE) algorithm. The clusters are numbered and colored as in Fig 3B, C,D. In Fig. 4 , the injection rate is shown with a dashed line, and the association between concentrations within each cluster and different parts of the injection curve emerges, though is somewhat less easy to see than in Fig. 3C . We use the KDE curves to sequence the histograms in the clustergrams, by picking the first local maximum in each KDE and ordering the histograms by the chronological occurrence of this first peak, starting with the earliest occurrence at the top of the figure. In this way, the correlation with the injection curve is visually clear. However, to make that correlation clearer, we calculate the average injection rate and earthquake frequency by month over the three years of data analyzed here, as illustrated in Fig. 3D in the main text. The associations emerge of cluster 1 (C1) with the peak injection rate and C4 with the minimum, and C3 with transitional (and possibly negative injection rate slopes), and C4 with the third year, which was a drought year with sustained low injection rates.
We have also produces an animated and sonified version of this result. In Movie M1, we first show an animation with sonification of the whole catalog. Then we show a version of the same data but tagged with the clustering information. The earthquakes from different clusters are represented by different colors and pitches, as described in the movie. The transitions and seasonal cyclicity emerge from the movie through tonal and color changes, and the fluid injection into the reservoir is represented by clicks.
Figure 4: Kernel density estimators (KDE) of the histogram values for each cluster (by color).
Black dashed line is average fluid mass per month injected into the Geysers reservoir. In Fig.  3C in the main text, the histograms for each cluster are sequenced vertically in the cluster-grams in chronological order of their first peaks, as picked from these KDE curves, starting with the earliest occurrence at the top. These KDE curves are also used to generate Fig. 3D in the main text. clustering is unclear, but for more than 3 clusters the time clustering emerges clearly. Transitional states between maximum and minimum injection rates start to appear for 4+ clusters, more clusters giving more details in the transitional states. In the main paper it was chosen to present results with 4 clusters, for the sake of clarity and conciseness.
Patterns revealed as a function of number of clusters
As discussed in the Methods section in the main text, the main choice one has to make in the analysis is the number of clusters J to allow in the K-means clustering stage. In Fig.   6 , we show that the objective function (defined in the Materials and Methods section of the main text) decreases with increasing J. We chose J = 4 for two reasons; first, much of the improvement has been achieved and second, the basic pattern is captured as revealed in higher values of J. Until we have a physical reason for a choice of J (e.g. a particular number of faulting mechanisms that we want to be able to fingerprint), we will seek the minimum as done here.
A note on the number of HMM states
We repeated the analysis presented in the main paper, reducing the number of states from 49 to 
Clustering signals from two stations
To test for repeatability of the observed temporal patterns, we performed the same exercise on the same catalog recorded at a nearby station (STY, labelled in Fig. S1A ). We show in Fig. 8 cluster-grams obtained with recordings made by station STY. When clustering the data from the two stations separately, the same patterns emerge for both. As this was the case for signals from station SQK, the temporal pattern related to the water injection history clearly emerges. Fig. 8 shows the results for a 49-state HMM, note that the results obtained with 15 HMM states are very similar.
What is striking (but expected) is the difference introduced by different stations that can be both seen (station SQK, Fig. 10 , vs. station STY, Fig. 11 ) and heard. In spite of these large station-related variations, the machine learning method we developed still gives similar results when provided with spectrograms from one station or the other (see Figs. 8 and 5 ).
However, when clustering is performed on both stations together, the temporal pattern is muddled, suggesting that subtle station effects (ambient noise or local acoustic properties around each station) mask the more subtle source signals. We performed the clustering with the spectrograms from both stations simultaneously, (i.e. with two versions of each spectrogram, corresponding to the recording by the two stations). Interestingly, the main criterion for clustering was the station, not the time. (Note that the cluster numbers in these plots were renamed after being sequenced vertically (unlike in the main text), as described in Fig 4.) and since the amplitudes are normalized before analysis, any purely amplitude-based effects, in theory, should be removed. However, it is clear that the stations are not clustering identically, so there may well be some kind of station effect; what is not known is if these effects vary with time. We will address this problem in future work. 
Auditory properties of the clustered signals and fingerprints
To expand on the results reported in the main text, we can illustrate the spectral properties captured by the fingerprints (output of the HMM) and also by considering their audible properties when converted to sound (audified or sonified). We plot in Fig. 10 the three signals closest to the K-means centroid, for two clusters, associated with the maximum (cluster C1) and minimum (cluster C4) of the fluid injection rate. These signals were recorded by station SQK, i.e. the station used with results presented in the main text.
It is very difficult to see clear inter-cluster differences and intra-cluster commonalities from the waveforms, but fingerprints and spectrograms are more informative in this respect. The following observations can be made from the fingerprints (note that we present here the fingerprints obtained with 15 HMM states, as they show much clearer differences):
• Fingerprint matrices of C1 (high injection) tend to gather non-zero coefficients in the corners (with decreasing coefficients as we go further from the corners);
• Fingerprint matrices of C4 (low injection) don't show this "polarization", the non-zero coefficients being more regularly spaced, as on a kind of a grid.
Additionally, inspection of the spectrogram reveals the following two distinctive features:
Harmonic structure in the noise: C4 (low injection) spectrograms show one formant (a frequency band with higher energy) at approximately 70 Hz, whereas C1 (high injection) spectrograms show two formants centered around frequencies 20 and 70 Hz;
Duration of impulsive part: more subtly, the impulsive part is shorter for C1 (high injection) spectrograms than for C4 (low injection) ones.
Considering the minute differences that the eye can see on the spectrograms (but that are undoubtedly picked up by the machine learning algorithm), it is informative to listen to the audified signals. "Audification" of signals simply means we changed the playback speed of the seismic signals as waveforms: a higher playback speed shifts the frequency range from infra-sounds to the audible range.
The parameters for the sounds are the following: the original sampling rate of the seismic data is 500 Hz, we speed up the playback by a factor of 5, resulting in a sound sampling rate of 2500 Hz. Linear fade in (duration 0.3 s) and out (duration 1 s) are applied to each seismogram before audification. The audio signals are then resampled at 44100 Hz, insuring compatibility with most sound players. In terms of normalization, each sound signal is divided by its maximum amplitude value, and then multiplied by 0.8 to avoid clipping. For the filtered signals,
we used an order-20 Butterworth IIR low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 150 Hz, with a maximum ripple in pass band of 1 dB and a minimum attenuation in stop band of 40 dB. Table 1 gives the information about attached sounds S1.wav through S24.wav.
The most discriminative sound features that can be heard are the following ones:
C4 (low injection): the impulsive part (shock) is dominated by bass sounds (i.e. low frequencies), and the onset time of the shock is not well-defined; C1 (high injection): the impulsive part seems to have a broader spectrum, covering a broader frequency range, thus giving the impression of a more defined onset time for the shock.
Note that the noise (coda) following the impulsive part also exhibits specific but very subtle sound features that are worth investigating in further studies. For example, C1 is associated with a shorter impulsive part and a more complex low-frequency noise than C4. While we cannot yet relate these sonic variations to differences in reservoir properties or faulting mechanisms, we include these details as a precursor to further studies to compare human auditory perception and machine listening. Table 1 : List of attached audified sounds and their characteristics. Note that the cluster numbers correspond to the clusters shown in Fig. 3D in the main paper (C4 and C1 corresponding to a period of low and high injection respectively).
Figure 10: Three most characteristic waveforms, and associated spectrograms and fingerprints (from top to bottom), from the two clusters associated with maximum (C1) and minimum (C4) fluid injection rates, for station SQK. 21 Figure 11 : Three most characteristic waveforms, and associated spectrograms and fingerprints (from top to bottom), from the two clusters associated with maximum (C1) and minimum (C4) fluid injection rates, for station STY. 22
